
Skin Solutions by Danielle

Plasma Skin Tightening Pricing
UPPER EYES:    $700
LOWER EYES:    $550
UPPER AND LOWER EYES:    $1100 
   *Done in two separate appointments
CROWS FEET:    $400
UPPER LIP:    $400
LOWER LIP:      $400
UPPER AND LOWER LIP:   $700
NECK LIFT:                 HALF: $700    FULL: $1300
FULL STOMACH:   $1400 
   *Approximate size of two hands 
BELLY BUTTON:    $700
NASOLABIAL (SMILE LINES):    $400
*FOREHEAD:  $500
*MINI FACE LIFT:   $500
FULL FACE LIFT:    $2200 
   *Three separate appointments spaced  
     a few weeks apart
JOWLS:   $1000  
GLABELLAR:    $300 
   *Frown lines between the brows
CHEEK LIFT:   $1100
UPPER ARMS:   $1200
INNER THIGHS:  $1400 
    *Begins midway up the thigh
KNEES:   $600
LIP FLIP/SUBTLE LIP ENHANCEMENT:    $350
BROW LIFT:    $500

  *STRETCH MARKS, ACNE SCARRING,  
  SCARS: STARTING AT $500

* Price may be adjusted up or down based on how large 
the area is.
* If you are unsure if you are a good candidate for plasma 
skin tightening and wish to schedule a consultataion, you   
may do so free of charge. You may also contact me and  
send me an image of area of concern. 
* Discounts are given when multiple areas are purchased 
for treatment. 
* If there is an area of concern you don’t see listed here 
and would like to treat, please contact me today!

DANIELLE AT EVOLVE SALON AND SPA
8431 RT.11, CICERO, NY 13039

315-699-5000



WHAT IT IS

      Fibroblast Plasma Skin Tightening is  
the only treatment to use plasma to 
eliminate excess skin. The plasma device 
creates a tiny plasma flash when met 
with the body’s natural gas, Co2. This 
superficial point target’s the skin and its 
immediate vicinity creating a controlled 
barrier. This produces the volume of the 
skin pulling the cells together and tight-
ening the target area. A series of carbon 
deposits are strategically placed to at-
tain the desired result for the reduction of 
excess skin.

HOW LONG DOES IT LAST

      When performing plasma pen skin 
tightening, the skin is actually removed 
so effect should last as long as invasive 
surgery which is typically 3-5 years.

Fibroblast Plasma 
Skin Tightening


